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EDITORS INPUT
Well the #1 issue of the magazine for 2013 is a lot more bulky due to the marvelous
contribution of ---------- VK6JI who has put together a nice concise calibration
routine to enable the user to calibrate their transceivers against the likes of world
time standard frequency beacon run by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology); WWV in Fort Collins, Colorado and WWVH in Hawaii USA. (2.5 MHz,
5MHz, 10MHz, 15MHz, 20MHz). An integral part of the calibration routine uses a
software program called “Spectrum lab” to allow a visual record of the signal
against the transceiver system. Check out http://www.qsl.net/dl4yhf/spectra1.html
There are a couple of other articles that will used in subsequent future magazines.
But more articles are required, so come on everyone how about a few of you
lightening the load a bit!!!!

Across the Presidents Desk.
Hi there everyone. 2013 rolls on and the WIA AGM is all go for the May 24th
weekend. However, the Friday evening “Sundowner” function at Wireless Hill
Museum which the club is the host for the evening has gone through a number
changes due to the ever present threat of the buildings being restored to original
red brick façade. As the tender contracts for restoration have not been finalised
everybody concerned is hoping that nothing starts until after May 24th.
Subsequently a “Plan B” had to be put in place in case the venue was closed for
this renovation. It was decided by the “Discovery centre” that it would be unwise to
use the museum for the evening dinner but OK for a canapés & drinks. So dinner
was arranged to be put on at St Michaels Church Hall in Mt Pleasant just down the
road from Wireless Hill site. Attendees will be welcomed and have the use of the
Eric Smith Room which will be set up as a operational AR shack with the Callsign
of VK103WIA.
.

Wubin Wheat Bin Museum (March 13/14/15 2013)
Report by Rob VK6CG, reader Rob VK6KW
The Week before last saw the old ABC Regional 6DL transmitter reassembled for
display in the Wubin Wheat Bin Museum. It had been previously trucked in pieces
from the Wireless Hill Museum in Melville back to the Shire of Dalwallinu in the WA
wheat belt.
This beautiful 10KW Art Deco transmitter, an AWA Type Juliet 50961, was Radio
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National 6WN at Wanneroo for ten years before deployment to Dalwallinu as 6DL
1963-72. Despite missing the external transformers and filters it is the most
complete specimen of this type left in Australia. It is 8m long, 2m high, 1m thick and
weighs tons (or tonnes if you like
The team, Bob, VK6 Kilo Whiskey, another Bob VK6 Charlie Golf, Trevor Kelly retired ABC technician, Gina Capes, Wireless Hill Project Curator and Kaylene
Poon, Local History Officer, all from the City of Melville... and some very capable
Wubin locals, put 6DL back together again.
“I'm still amazed that we cleaned and reassembled such a big, heavy object in
three days with no major difficulties. “said Bob Crowe, “Good planning helped,
with sketches and many photographs for reference. And of course we were all well
looked after in true country style, 73.

Web sites to check out.
http://freescale.com/RFENGTOOLS
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcO5WAiksNI

2m -70cm antenna

Interesting sites to visit
http://g4vxe.blogspot.com.au/2012/07/gb3wgi-transatlantic-beacon-update.html
http://www.microwavers.org/
http://www.microwavers.org/indexb.htm

Paul Wade W1GHZ (ex N1BWT) "On-line Microwave Antenna Book"
http://www.w1ghz.org/antbook/contents.htm

A Moxon Rectangle for 2 Metres
http://www.radiowymsey.org/mox.htm
links
http://www.radiowymsey.org/links/links.htm

http://www.nooelec.com/store/
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Checking
Frequency
Calibration Of Your Transceiver
Using WWV and Computer Sound Card

WWV 15 Mhz Antennas

Documented by VK6JI
January 2013
Version 2.3
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Overview/Purpose
This document briefly describes a quick and easy method of checking your HF
receiver/transceiver end to end frequency calibration using WWV and your
soundcard in your PC. This process will enable you to determine if the transceiver
has a problem or not and should confirm any suspected error observed by
operating the transceiver on air. It is NOT to perform Laboratory type calibrations.
The carrier of a calibrated frequency reference such as WWV is used by your
transceiver in the CW mode to produce a tone which should correspond in
frequency to the CW side tone set in your transceiver. The tone is then measured
by software such as “Spectrum Lab” using the sound card to determine the
transceiver’s calibration. In the method described here, it is assumed that sound
card and software are roughly correct. When more accurate measurements are
required, you will need to calibrate “Spectrum Lab” and your sound card using an
external calibrated tone source which is not described here.
This method was shown to me by Andy (VK6OX) when netting my TS2000 onto
approx. frequency.

Steps to Check Frequency Calibration





Confirm or measure the CW sidetone frequency used in the transceiver.
Determine the approx. freq. error of transceiver.
Connect Transceiver To Soundcard.
Tune transceiver to WWV.




Adjust “Spectrum Lab” to enable resolution of audio side tone to within 2Hz.
Confirm measured results are approx. the error you estimated at the start.

Confirm CW Sidetone Frequency
As we are going to place the transceiver in the CW mode and use the CW sidetone
offset to beat with WWV carrier on 15 MHz or 10 MHz and measure the resulting
beat frequency, it’s important to know what the CW sidetone is set to. In my case
the CW sidetone was set to 800Hz. This is either determined in a menu setting on
modern transceivers or fixed in older transceivers by hardware. To determine the
CW sidetone frequency you will need to check the menu setting or user manual for
your transceiver if this is unknown. If your CW sidetone is continuously variable,
you will need to set and measure it, which we will describe later.

Determine the Approx. Freq Error of Transceiver
It is always good practice to have a rough idea of the current calibration error so
you can validate the results of the measurements you are about to make.
Checking the transceiver against other stations on air should give you a feel for any
error. Using the higher bands normally highlights any error more quickly. In my
case I suspected the transceiver was about 130Hz low in frequency on the 2m
band based on the amount of RIT I had to apply to correct the audio tone when in
SSB for most stations. Should the measurements to follow produce results that
indicated results that are widely different to this, it would cause you to question and
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check the measurement setup - in short this is a sanity check of your
measurement.

Connect Transceiver to Soundcard
You now need to connect the audio output of the transceiver to the audio input of
the sound card in your PC or any external sound card such as SignaLink or
Rigblaster for example. This is the same set up you use when working any of the
digital modes that use the PC sound card that provide the required audio coupling
and DC isolation to ensure good audio coupling without introducing any DC loops
that could possibly cause hum etc.

Tune Transceiver to WWV
With a suitable antenna connected to the transceiver, tune the transceiver to one of
the WWV time and frequency reference sources such as the WWV signal found on
15.000 Mhz. It’s important that you set your dial on the nominated frequency
without any offsets or RIT activated. With the mode now set to CW, you should
now be hearing an audio tone at approx. the frequency of the transceivers CW
sidetone frequency you determined earlier.

Adjust “Spectrum Lab” Resolution to Measure Tone
Before you can begin to measure the resulting tone from the WWV carrier you first
need to setup Spectrum Lab or the programme of your choice so it’s able to resolve
the frequency measurement of the tone to within 1 or 2 Hz. To achieve this you will
need to adjust things like:
 Centre Frequency of display
 Frequency spread of the display
 Sampling Rate of the sound card
 Level Input to sound card
Before we show you some examples of these settings it’s important that you
understand the main aim in making these adjustments is to setup Spectrum Lab to
focus on the tone in such a manner to allow you to resolve its frequency in your
environment. To this end you may find you need set these differently in your
environment to achieve this goal.

Spectrum Lab Components
window which is good for
showing all active components
currently being used.
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Spectrum Configuration Screens

Setting Centre Frequency & Frequency
Spread of Display

Note: You type the Centre Frequency
directly into fc & sp windows as shown or
you can use the mouse and drag the
frequency scale or use the <>-+ buttons
below the fc & sp windows.
In previous versions of Spectrum Lab,
the windows fc & sp maybe labelled MIN
& MAX.

Setting Audio Settings

Setting Waterfall Settings
Input Amplitude Range of Spectrogram
Amplitude Scale of Spectrogram

Note: You type the range & offset
options as shown; you can use the
mouse and drag the frequency scale or
use the buttons below the fc & sp
windows.
All these configurations can be saved in
a file to enable you to quickly switch
Spectrum Lab between different
configurations.
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Reading the CW Side Tone Frequency
Now that you have Spectrum Lab configured, we can now begin measuring the
frequency of the CW sidetones on transmit and receive. For those transceivers
with a continuously variable sidetone you will first need to measure the CW
sidetone frequency on transmit in order to set the frequency to a known frequency
which you can match in the next step when tuned to WWV. For those transceivers
with a known fixed CW sidetone frequency you can chose to skip the section
“Measuring CW Tone Frequency On Transmit”, however it would be good to do any
way to confirm the CW sidetone frequency you determined earlier, which also
confirms the measurement is valid.
Measuring CW Tone Frequency On Transmit








Place dummy load on transceiver, or setup transceiver to produce CW sidetone
with the Morse key down without keying the transmitter.
Change Band/Frequency to one which transceiver is able to transmit on.
Place transceiver in CW mode.
Key the transceiver with the “Morse Key”.
Measure the CW sidetone Frequency using Spectrum Lab. You will need to
configure Spectrum as described below to make this measurement.
Change the frequency of the CW sidetone using the transceivers continuously

variable sidetone adjustment to a known desirable frequency, such as 800
or 1000Hz.

Reading the CW Side Tone Frequency From WWV
Now that you have Spectrum Lab configured, it should be relatively easy to see the
frequency of the CW sidetone tone produced by listening to WWV in the sidetone
mode. The yellow graph in the Spectrogram shows the instantaneous amplitude
value, green the peak and red the average value. The combination of the three will
aid in the checking and adjusting of the transceiver to affect the correct CW tone
measured.
The result over time is displayed in the waterfall and with the frequency scale
showing each 5Hz increment, from which you can determine the frequency to
within 2Hz.
The difference between the measured frequency and your CW sidetone frequency
is the error in the overall transceiver error. Depending on what you are correcting,
change the transceiver adjustment to show the correct sidetone frequency in
Spectrum Lab. In my case a small adjustment to the TXCO fixed the problem;
please reference your service manual to determine the appropriate action before
attempting any adjustments.

Comments for Transceivers without TCXO’s
If your transceiver does not have a TCXO, you may choose to do this measurement
at each end of your expected temperature operating environment. For example,
the measurement could be done as soon as the transceiver has stabilized after
switch on, followed by second measurement after a normal period of use using the
transceiver, including in transmit mode, with the operating temperature having
risen above ambient, to ensure its within specification under these conditions.
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Spectrum Screens Measuring CW Sidetone
Spectogram is
showing
instantaneous, peak
hold and average
graphs.

Spectogram is only
showing average
graph.
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A Note of Caution
As you see from screen shot below I had a spurious carrier 100Hz above the WWV
signal. This was not normally audible but visible in Spectrum Lab, however there
were times when this carrier was stronger than WWV which may lead you use the
wrong carrier as your reference signal leading to incorrect results.
I was able to use the DSP in the transceiver to reduce the other carrier and
maintain focus on the WWV signal.
Note: I have changed the
instantaneous amplitude display
in the spectrogram to a bar
graph and turned off the peak
hold graph.
This was done after making the
adjustments which I felt gave a
good long term view to confirm
the reading.

The important point
here is to confirm your
results with your
estimated calibration
you did before starting
this process and ensure
you are using the WWV
carrier. If they are still
way off after confirming
you are using the
correct carrier you may
need to check the calibration and settings on your sound card.

Summary
Just a reminder these are the basic steps to follow:







Determine the current freq. error of transceiver.
Confirm CW sidetone used in the transceiver.
Connect transceiver to sound card.
Tune transceiver to WWV in CW mode.
Adjust Spectrum Lab to enable freq. resolution audio sidetone to within 2 Hz.
Confirm measured results are approx. the error you estimated at the start.

In my case, my estimated calibration error was about 130Hz based on correction
factors I had to apply to work WSPR and 144 MHz SSB. The measurement
confirmed this error and after changing the transceiver calibration I removed all my
corrections and the transceiver works fine on WSPR and 144 MHz SSB without
them. Not bad when NO expensive test equipment was used to achieve this
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VHF-Microwave clubs in USA & England

VHF/UHF Links
Central States VHF Society www.csvhfs.org
NEWS Group (North East Weak Signal Group) www.newsvhf.com
North Texas Microwave Society www.ntms.org
PackRats (Mt. Airy VHF Radio Club) www.packratvhf.com
Ping Jockey.net (Meteor Scatter reference/scheduling site) www.pingjockey.net
SMIRK (Six Meter International Radio Klub) www.smirk.org
Southeastern VHF Society www.svhfs.org
SWOT (Side Winders on Two) www.swotrc.net
The Six Club (6m) http://6mt.com
Two-Meter EME (Earth-Moon-Earth) Primer http://web.wt.net/~w5un/primer.htm
UK Six Metre Group www.uksmg.org
W6/PA0ZN VHF Resource page www.nitehawk.com/rasmit
Perhaps members could trawl through some of these above sites and come up with
suggestions to develop and produce 23cm equipment for the benefit of club
members..

Your Club needs you!
TO:
THE TREASURER
THE WEST AUSTRALIAN VHF GROUP INCORPORATED
PO BOX 189 APPLECROSS 6953
I VK6

NAME

|

ADDRESS
Are you a WIA member Y/N

|
POSTCODE ________ |

Email address. ___________________________________________
ENCLOSE my ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION $

+DONATION $ ___

2012 / 2013 Subscription = $25 per Annum. Country = $22
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